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Thanks to the good wishes of the Australian Insurance EmployeesV Union

(irictoriSn Branch) the Labour History Society has enjoyed for many years
the use of their Board Room for its bi-monthly meetings.
appreciate this consistent support.

We do

Now the Union has moved.

It is in

the same: street but about two blocks north, near to Labrobe Street,

The

new address is 310 Queen Street, It is about 50 metres on the city side
of Latrobe street..

The Soceity will commemorate the 150th anniversary of the persecution an
transportation to Australia in 1834- of the six Tolpuddle {Dorsetshire) ' '
farm labourers later this year and next year with a series Of activities
outlined below,

•

-

But first, on Tuesday l6th August at 7,4.5p«ni at our next meeting held
at 310 Queen Street, Jack Hutson will tell hs the story of this event, ,
the Bepcrtation of the Tolpuddle Martyrs. He will discuss it's impprtahc
in the hietory of Trade Unionism,
. .. .

..

'

-

-

z.*"' ->

Early Martyrs of Unionism - A Commemorative Program

1984- raarL^ the 150th anniversary of the arrest and transportation for ^:;
7 years to Australia of the six Tolpuddle Martyrs,
. ..
.
On Wednesday, March 19th 1834, they were convicted and marched off; in-y ''-;

chains to the prison hulks to begin their journey,

r.

More will appear in "Recorder" about these men and the huge public ; - ,y.
campaign which finally won them a pardon and return to their families, :
The Society has taken the initiative in forming a Commemoration Gommitte
and the broad outline of a number of events to mark this significant
anniiJ-ersary has been decided.

2.
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They include:

*The publication of a four page brojadsheet
*Punction on December 9th next (the exact date in 1833 the six met

to"form an Agricultural Workers* Union in Tolpuddle)
*Renovation of the graves of two Victorian pioneers - Charles Jardine Do^

(first Labour member of the Victorian Parliament)and W.E,Murphy (first
Secretary of the Trades Hall Council)

*Visit to the Western District for pilgrimage to the grave of Billy
McLean (an AWU member killed in the 1890 strike)

*The commemorative address at the Society's annual Labour Day celebratio
March 12th, 1984.,will honor 'the six martyrs
*Visit to Creswick (the birthplace of,the AWU)

To make these functions successful we will need the support financially
and otherwise of all sections of the Labour Movement, We know this will

be forthcoming. The four page broadsheet will, with historic photographi.
tell the story of the six and will be sold in any quantity required
round Australia.

No doubt it will act as an organiser and inspire the response this
historic anniversary deserves.
John Arrowsmith,
^ * * * »

Veterans of 'World War 1

Alistair Thomson Is very interested in interviewing any veteran of the
Great War of 1914-~18 who is still well and who was or is still in some
way active in the Labour movement or any political organisation of the
left.

Alistair can be contacted at: H9 Drumraond Street, Carlton, 3053
Phone: 347 4053

He is doing an Oral History Project interviewing working-class, WW1
ex servicemen.

Already Fred Farrall has been interviewed.

Alistair

Thomson found this very exciting because as an old militant Fred has
memories which very few other people have.
* * * *

7
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Death of Colin Willman - Our Original Greenie is Vindicated

The trade unlomtmovement has a propensity for tossing up passionate
individuals obsessed with causes.

One such person was Mr Colin Willman,

without doubt the union movement's first greenie,

'
.

Willman's obsession with air pollution, pesticides, poisons and their
effect on the environment.

He was affectionately knovm to his mates.as Professor Smog, the Minister

for Sniff, Clear Air Col or just Smoggy Col,

His enemies called him a

ratbag, a stirrer, a troublemaker, a noise they hoped would just go away,

Fcom the 1950's through , to the 60s and early 70s the Willman name ,became
a synonym for a one-man campaign against government and public inertia
ovei' the pollution issue.

The Willman obsession started with a football injury at the age of,16,

,

amshap that cost him a kidney and produced a doctor's prediption that
he had six months to live.

The doctors suggested plenty of fresh air to at least give the youngster
the chance of seeing out the full six months.

Never one to take anything

by half measures, the young William spent his next twelve months living

in a tent in his backyard, absorbing himself in the natural life around
him.

The doctors' prediction beaten, he joined the Painters Union as a clerk
in 1933 and was later to become that union's workers compensation and

health and safety officer.
His one-man crusade for cleaner air finally gave him a public platform

when, in 1964-, he became the Trades Hall Council representative oh the
State Government's clean air committee.

He was to later admit that until

that appointment he was a sort of "peculiar Jeremiah crying in the
wilderness",

'

"People probably did think I was a nut and I thought

sometimes I was too," he said "But I've kept going, and since then I
think it's right to say we've made the public more aware of What's

happening to the air we breathe,"

^
. .. -C.-e v-K
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And it beats me how

cxvilised intelligent men can have the energy and drive to put into
'jSro^iuctlbn and at the same time foul the water and land they use.

"Sometimes it's necessary to be a stirrer to bring sense to people-'s
mind." Such a stirrer that when the State government abolished the clet
air committee, it refused to accept Mr V/illman as the THC choice oh the

Environment Protection Council. The State Development Minister of the
time^ Mr Dickie, said in defence of the decision: "We do not want an
expert. We'want someone devoid of preconceived ideas."
The council +

was the forerunner for the Environment Protection Authority set up in
1974, a body that in the eyes of many experts arose from the persistencf
of Smoggy Col. The official blackballing of Prof.Smog effectively
silenced him and he retired soon after from the Painters Union. ''

He retired to his home in Heidelberg West and live quietly with wife
.
Beryl and two sons - and the ever-present kidney machine.
And just over a week ago, the medical prediction of more than 50 years,
ago finally caught :up with him. But, typically of Smoggy, it wasn't his
kidney or lack of ohe-.that found him out. He died of a heart attack in
the Austin Hospital, aged 67.

To his friends it was a pity he did not live to see the High Court
decision on the Franklin dam.

That: decision to many people would have vindicated a life's work for the
union movement's original greenie.
Written by Ben Ainsworth and reprinted by courtesy of

^

the Sun News Ltd.
*

* * *

Labor's Titan - The Story of Percy Brookfield

Percy Brookfield was shot four times on the Riverton railway station
platform in South Australia on March 22nd, 1921. He died next day in
Adelaide.

At the time he was a member of the N.S.W, State Parliament representing
the B'roken Hill area.

Wendy and Allan Scarfe have done the Labour

movement a service by editing "The Story of Percy Brookfield" by
Gilbert Giles Roper (available from Warrnambool Institute Press, Box
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Warrnambooi. Victoria, 3280)- $6.75 rbcommeuded retail price.

.-s

Brookfield was born in England in 1878. He went to sea in 1891. He

made his way to Australia, and in 1895 he was fossicking in Victoria. ,
He "Humped his Bluey" round the country but in 1909 he settled down
to become a miner in Broken Hill.

It was In January 1916 that he' first became prominent in Union activity
when a strike for a
hour week began in Broken Hill. He was -elected
chairman of a committee to arrange pickets and other necessary'detail.
The strike closed the mines and aroused bitter opposition from those ; -V
who clairaed they were "German Agents" etc. Billy Hughes was prominent :in the denunciation of the strikers.

They held their ground and won their objective in mid February 1916.
Significantly, the surface workers who refused to join the strike-were
denied the shorter week. The campaign against the first conscription
referendum opened in Broken Hill on July 16th 1916. Percy was

chairperson of the raeeting. It was the beginning of a stormy period ,
for him and like mir^d fellow activists.

'•=

He showed tremendous physical and moral courage. The quotes in the
book from his anti-conscription speeches make great reading. He and
four others were charged under the War Precautions Act and elScted to

go to gaol rather than pay the fines. Their sentence expired on 1/1/191
and despite the early hour of release 600 people were at the gaol
gates. They formed a procession and marched through the town.
He was persuaded.to stand in a by-election for Broken Hill and won for
the Labour Party about one month after release. He was re-elected
later the same year in a general election.

He continued his involvement iii the second referendum and in all the
campaigns for better conditions in the mines.
In 1920 he was expelled from the Labour Party but in that year was
retr-elected as a candidate for the Industrial Labour party.

On March 21st, 1921, he boarded the night train at Broken Hi'll to trave

to Adelaide and on to Sj^dney. Riverton was a breakfast stop. :X-i.

^
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As passengers were making their way to the refreshment rooms, a
Russian"'passenger named Koorinan Tomayiff produced a gun and began

firing indiscriminately along the platform. Three people were wounded.
With the courage he showed in his political endeavours Percy took a
gun from a policeman and tackled the gunman - unfortunately the revolvf
jammed.. He grappled with the man and suffered several bullet wounds.
Was it an assassination?

Apparently not as presented in this work bu-*

on page 128 Roper reports that Tomayiff had said on the train "You no
forget.tell Judge I get 100 to shoot Brookfield". No thorough-going
enquiry into the incident was held. He was buried in Broken Hill on
March 25th, 1921. Out of a population of 24.,000 in the town, 15,000
people followed his coffin to the graveside.
Before this book came into ra y hands I knew something of the circumstanc
of his death but nothing of his career.

entary speeches and his honesty.

I was impressed by his Parliai

He rejected with contempt a bribe

attempt and publicly exposed those who offered it to him.

With the best part of his career in front of him (He was 4-3 at the timf
of his murder) tile name of Percy Brookfield could easily have been

deeply etched into our labour history but as it is very few know of hi'^

This book helps to correct that. Donald Grant (one of the I.W.W membe
framed during the war and on whose behalf Percy campaigned) wrote:
"He blazed a new track in the world of politics.

His association with

the system of legislature as a member proved to him certain things, an
without hesitation he told the people what he had learned.

He told th

masses just how much and how little they might expect from parliamenta
action.

Australians rubbed their eyes and beheld an honest politician

^ ^ ^ ^

John Arrowsmith

Rebels and Radicals

. •

Members of the Society will have noticed a leaflet in their last copy
Labour History which advertised Eric Fry's collection of short biograpi

ies about 19th century Australian Rebels and Radicals.
/

''
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With the able assistance of Christine Wise, he has assembled a group of
writers who share an interest in rescuing twelve 'battlers' from the

oblivion to which orthodox history has consigned them.

They include

aborigines, convicts, progressive women, republicans, socialists,
democrats and that grand old class warrior, Monty Miller,

Each chapter shows how, in their own ways, these individuals resisted
the forces of that oppressed them, their class,, their race or their sex.

Inevitably, many of the stories are tragic, for although they struggled
mightily, most were defeated, some were killed in the process.

Yet

there is a grandeur'in the lives of these people which serves to remihd
us of the usung heroism and sacrifice involved in their struggles.

As we come to ponder the meaning of two hundred years since the Britishinvasion of Australia we will do well to remember those who resisted
that invasion and the social relations that it introduced.

been, and v;ill be, plenty of celebrations for the victors.

There'.have

Let us hope

that this splendid book is only the first of many to acknowledge the
victims,

;

The book is also commendable on more mundane grounds.

It is clearly

written, reasonably priced and above all, a rattling good read ',

*

*

*

*

*

^Pe^er^^Love ^

^
■ <'

The Australian Involvement in Vietnam 1962 - 1972
A few days ago, in an answer to a question in the Senate, Arthur

Gietzelt said that over 45,000 troops were committed in the war against

the Vietnamese,

These included 17,424 who were conscripted.

During the

conflict one Squadron of Canberra bombers, one of helecopters, and of
Caribou transports, and two Hercules transport squadrons were committed.
Navel forces used included Hobart and Perth,

Australia got into the Anti-Vietnam war by stealth.

sent military "advisers" in July, 1962,

The Menzies GOv't

It was claimed that the Gov*t

of 'South Vietnam' had asked them and it was a good many years before il
was.'admitted tiat no such request had ever been made.

So from the very

beginning our presence was based on a lie.
With the inevitable deterioration of the military situation in the
/

'

southern part of Vietnam the pressure grew for 'escalation' and
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consequent increases in the U.S and puppet troops which were Korean
and Australians*

'j

,

\

.

When we say that the military situation had to deteriorate what do we
mean? Simply that the Vietnamese, having defeated the French, were not
going to tolerate the U.S forcing another colonialist 'Government' on
them, and a Catholic one at that, in a. country where over 80^ were
Buddhists and where the Catholics had long been regarded as servants of
French colonialism.

That this was the case was soon clear to the Australian forces, a common

complaint in letters home was that "they don't want us here",*"905? of
them leave when we go out to patrol" and this was harly surprising when

you recall a front page photo in the "Australian" newspaper in the
early days of the Australian force in Phuoc Tuy province. It showed an
Australian-patrol setting fire to the houses of the villages, killing
pigs and chickens etc. The caption was "Australians light up in
Vietnam".

If we take the Australian area, Phuoc Tuy, as a reasonable sample of the
whole, then it is easy to see that the U.S could never succeed in

rivetting the shackles back on the Vietnamese.

For after ten years it

was clear that the NLF could never be defeated, as they had the over

whelming support of the people in the villages.

But if no change was wrought in Vietnam, what about Australia?

Did

Vietnam bring about change in Australia?, I, think this raust be answered
in the affirmative.

? vj?:

The passions aroused by that war have not subsided yet. Many who-were
stung into activity by those stirring events have remained alert to the
dangers of our association with the U.S and its policies, • The vast
numbers of people who went out on the streets t© be counJtOd on the day .
of the first moratorium caused consternation in some circles.

.

On the morning of the first Moratorium I Came into the city by train,
and the train was full of police. They came from up the line, many had
com,e,.from the outer suburbs and country areas. Listening to their
converation it was easy to see what was intended. An hour or so later. .
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I■ made a quick inspection of Lt.Co:|.lins street and Lt.Bourke street
and reached the conclusion that at least 3,000 were in the vicinity. .

Many more were concealed in buildings, for example, in the Salvation
army premises near Parliament House. Large numbers of ra opnted police
were hidden.

While it is impossible to know the full numbers it is known that the
whole state was emptied of police. They were all in the vicinity of
Bourke street.

Having made preparations my feeling was "Let battle commence". It was ■
a fine day for a walk up and down Bourke street. I joined the throng
at the top and got my Marshals armband - a piececof yellow heavy paper

secured by a safety pin. I estimated the crowd at about 30 to 35,000
in the gardens and the readway. Not enough to withstand an assault.
We were late forming up but moved off around the corner. I made a
count and there were 85 in the front rank, shoulder to shoulder.

It

was hard to keep your feet as they wheeled. 1 was in the middle immed
iately behind J.F.Cairns. The front three ranks all had the armbands
and many more were along the flanks. One block down still 80 odd abreast
behind we were staggered to see a river of people joining from Exhibitio
street, between there and Russell street. I had a look back to the top

and still they came. At Russell street once again the huge mass of
people pressed in from the sides. The shout "Join us" was louder than
thunder.

When we got to Elizabeth street the marchers were sill coming through
into Bourke street from the gardens still 80 or more in each rank. At
this point we all sat down. From Elizabeth street to Queen street the
road was packed from side to side and top to bottom with people.
Looking back up to the top they saw us sit and also stopped.
Those who were around the corner and still in the gardens had no hope of

getting into Bourke street to join the sit down, so they sat where they
were ,and eventually made their M&y down as the front dispersed. One
group whom I knew did not ■ make it until after 5.30p.m,

7
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My estimate of the crowd based on many years of VFL grand finals, was
at least two grand final crowds.

Numbers from Bourke street are

unkown - perhaps one of, Melbourne's greatest, days.
A personal recollection - Keith Crisp
Migrants in Melbourne - by Lyle Allan

The election of Theo Sidiropoulos to the Victorian Parliament in 1977

may in the long term be regarded as an event of'.great significance,

<

Both factionalism and organisation were responsible for the win: of

Sidiropoulos,

-

As an opponent of the Greek military government before'

^

1974- he forged close links with the ALP Socialist left, earning their "- .support as well as that of many similar minded Greeks who were persuaded
to
"the A,L,P in Gollingwood, Fitzroy and Richmond. The capture of c:
a state parliamentary seat is probably as symbolically important to
Melbourne Greek-ethnics as the election of the first Irish Mayor of
Boston to Irish-Sthnic groups in the first city of Massachusetts,

The

prd-selection of Sidiropolous demonstrated^ the ability of Greek - ethnic
groups to obtain A.L.P endorsement for winnable parliamentary seats,, and:
is certain to sustain continued Greek-ethnic organisation.

The Victorian

A,L,P has recognised the importance of participation by non-Anglo
groups in its affairs.

This recognition is particularly important in

the case of Greek-Ethnic groups.

..

Greek-Australiaifl support A.L.P

A preference shown by Greek-Australians for the A.L.P is not a phenomenor
confined to inner-Melbourne,

As early as 1958 A,L,P federal leader

Dr,*H,V,Evatt recognised the existence of great potential support for the
A.L,P from Greek-ethnic groups.

In his policy speech for the 1958

federal elections Evatt sought to wini Greek support by promising to
support justice for Cyprus at a time Greece was in diplomatic dispute
with Britain over the future of the then British occupied island,

A.L,P

leaders in the future can be expected to take a positive stance in their
public attitudes toward the interests of Greek-Australians, .

The .Liberals have been less fortunate in their efforts to win support
from Greeks.

The so-called "Greek Conspiracy Case" involving the

alleged use of fraud by a number of Greeks to obtain Social Security
/

r? .■
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normally controls local government over most of the inner-Melbourne
area. These may be described as Irish until 1955, Anglo from 1955
until about 1970, and trendy since 1970. The ti;endy phase has possibly
postponed non-Anglo ethnic control, but it is not likely to do so
indefinitely. Greek groups have cooperated with the trendy-Socialist
left ALP faction, and such cooperation has resulted in a political
control which is to some extent a shared ethnic-trendy one.

There are increasing signs of trendy opposition to the strong possibilit
of Greek control. Greek-trendy cooperation will largely cease when

the first Greek-majority Council is elected. The first such Council
is likely to be Northcote.
Events at Northcote

Northcote council, unlike the ,councils of Fitzroy and Collingwood,
was never controlled by trendies alone in the period between tradional

Anglo ahdshared ethnic-trendy control. In Northcote the change was a
sharp one from control by traditional Anglo councillors - typically
self-employed, male, non-graduate, non-catholic, puritanical and a
member of the Masonic lodge - to a control shared between non-Anglo
ethnics and trendy members of the ALP socialist left. This sharp

change is reflected in the unrestrained public attitudes of some
socialist left Northcote councillors.

One such councillor, Brian

Sanaghan, a high school mathematics teacher, refused to take oath of
allegiance to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 11, an act which prevented
Sanaghan from taking his place as an elected Councillor after the 1980
Northcote council elections. Although born in Scotland Sanaghan claimec
that he refused to recognise the Queen of England as Australia's head
of State. Sanaghan's action won him few friends, even among other
left-wing councillors with republican sentiments.
Two actions by Northcote council have been responsible for much media
coverage, national as well as Victorian. Some Greek activists are
concerned that these actions could cause an Anglo electoral 'backlash .
The first action is the flying of the Eureka flag, not the Australian

flag, from Northcote's Town hall. The flying of the Eureka flag, a
symbol of Australian Infdependence and republicanism, is generally

-
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pensions, has turned many Greek people against the Liberal Party,
Whatever the truth of the allegations, many Greeks believe that the
Greek community in Australia has been unfairly stigmatised by the

Fraser government, and that the Liberal party is anti-Greek.

.

•

The

probability is that the A.L.P will be the principal beneficiary from
political activity by Greek-Australians.

'

'

Future of Greek-Australian Political Participation

Participation by Greeks in Australian Politics is arguably higher than
that by any other non-Anglo ethnic group. Already nine Greek-ethnics
serve in six Australian parliaments, and all but one are members of the

A.L.P.

Academics have sometimes argued that the election of minority

ethnic group;' members to public office results from the endeavours of

individual candidates rather than of an organised mobilisation.. In
inner-Melbourne, however, mobilisation within the A.L.P has helped
secure the election of many Greek candidates, particularly at the local

government level. The future of Greek-Australian political participat
ion may be assured by a high concentration of Greek people in certain '
areas, particularly in parts ofl inner Melbourne.
Greek Areas are now discernable in Melbourne municipalities such as
Worthcote, Gollingwood,P6rt Melbourne and Richmond. The tendency of
Greeks to vote for .'the ALP has been mobilised by the Socialist left
faction into active Greek participation in A.L.P branches, which in
turn led to control of municipal pre-selection, at least in Horthcote.
Patronage is likely to follow from political clout, even on a limited
scale. The outdoor staffs of inner-Melbourne councils are, surprisingly
highly Anglo. Council employment has often been a reward for loyal
ALP service, and it is to be expected that once Greek councillors have

made their mark in inner-Melbourne councils many Greek activists will
be so rewarded for party services.
Changes in A.L.P

Non-Anglo control of inner-Melbourne will result from non-Anglo control
of the A.L.P

Three phases of inner-Melbourne political control ape

discdrnable, all as a result of changes in the ALP, the party which

'
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applauded by both the Greek branches and the Socialist left. Victorian
RSL president, Bruce Ruxton, has been the Council's most vehement

opponent. Ruxton claimed "ethnics and anti-British elements" were,
in not flying the Australian flag, responsible for a lack of patriotism.
The second action, a planned gift of Council property to the Greek
community for use as'a multi-cultural centre,,has proved divisive

among some Anglo residents and a small minority, of Anglo ALP members.
The centre would probably be beneficial to Northcote, as the Greek

community intend its facilities to be available to all residents. Angle
councillors have made similar gifts of council property to sporting "
and service clubs with little community benefit. Opposition to the
proposed centre on "ethnic" grounds is highly objectionable. It is,
however, this fear of an Anglo "backlash" which has restrained
Northcote's Greeks from seeking pre-selection for more than a small '

number of council seats. Their restraint may not last much longer. ' It is likely that in the next five years Greeks will fill most

vacancies caused by retirements and thereby elect a majority of North-'

cote council members. The same•position is possible in Gollingwood
and Port Melbourne.
Events at M.C.C

Only an influx of middle class residents drawn into the area by energy
price rises will stop substantial Greek representation, if not control
of much of inner-Melbourne. Possible exceptions to the likelihood

of substantial Greek representation are the Melbourne City Council (MGC
and Fitzroy. The MCC was replaced with an administrator by the Hamer
Liberal government in 1981 after allegations of inefficiency. The
Cain ALP government elected in April 1982 made"good a pledge to hold
elections for the MCC. These elections were held on 4 December 1982. ^

Although the re-drawn boundaries favour the AL» only one Greek person
Nick Zervos, a Melbourne solicitor and a former chairman of the

Australian Greek V/elfare Society, was successful in the election. The
ALP-also failed to secure an MCC majority, winning only 9 out of the
18 seats. A strong campaign by trendies opposed to the pre-selection

of non-residents in cej^ain Wards by the ALP co-st the party any chance

'
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of a majority, and prevented the election of Melbourne's fir^t ^
Tq be continued
*

» * * ■

Memoirs of an Unsuccessful Politician - (Con'
Part 3~FtaLdihg a Cause - by L.T. Barnes

"In 1^30 Pat Dunn opened a boxing school. Fhora here he got, the fighters
for his unsuccessful^project of turning the'Lyhic into a stadium By
Mid 1931 Pat had turned the echpol over to his best pupil Bill Negus.

Negus was sympathetic, tp the left, -When his boxing school flopped

,

he turned the premises over to the H.W.M, 'The' Associated theatres
would never have had the.U.W.M as a tenant but the barber who was the

nominal tenant was glad of the help of the rent, so the premises

became the Unemployed Wof-hers' Movement, Urunswick branch.
There was the break with the C.U.C.

This was easy.

The militants of

the C.U.G, McSvoy, Phillips, Wheeler, Don Lennox, Norm MacDonald were,

regarded as ratbags and when MacEvoy called for a work out only a, few.

r=,)onded.

,

To the public and to me the U.W.M had split the Unemployed workers,^

unity. TheTriday night march from the town hall to Ballarat wap. -w.,
destroyed. So few turned up, mostly young people, at Phoenix street,;%;
where U.W.M had opened a new Friday forum. And being in a more central
position Phoenix street drew the crowd.

Bntertaining.

It^s speeches were more

Alan McSvoy's wit and sarcasm was more attractive ,,to,

casual visitors than Waters and Jeffreys complaints about the slanders ,
the Reds were spreading about them.

And the C.U.C branch in Brunswick,,

never recovered its great strength.

It could no longer boast of it's

2,000 paying members - one penny a year. The U.W.M used the fighting
strength in chalking and whitewashing the town continually until,the
people hated them,

,,

In July the Premier's Plan in the form of financial agreementvacts wpnt
through all Parliaments, In Labour states the Actb were passed only, •
with,U.A,P support. The onljr opposition in Federal parliament cam . 4-from Langites and Labour members. Even Lang passed it although he.,,, a;
* * .* * * * * * *
_
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Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts Street,
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